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Purpose: To model intrachromosomal clustering of DSB (DNA a chromosome into smaller fragments. Recent pulsed
double strand breaks) induced by ionizing radiation. That DSB ® eld gel electrophoresis (PFGE) data on DNA frag-
are located non-randomly along chromosomes after high LET ment-size distributions2 are informative about DSB
irradiation, with clustering even at extremely large scales, has

clustering, dependent on chromatin geometry inbeen con® rmed by recent pulsed ® eld gel electrophoresis data
mammalian cells during cell cycle interphase and onfor size distributions of DNA fragments. We therefore extend

the standard random-breakage model for DNA fragment-size LET or other aspects of radiation track structure
distributions to a more general `clustered-breakage’ formalism, (Brenner 1990, Chatterjee and Holley 1991, Rydberg
which can take correlations of DSB locations along a chromo-

et al. 1994, Cedervall et al. 1995, Friedl et al. 1995,some into account.
Holley and Chatterjee 1996, LoÈ brich et al. 1996,M ethods: The new formalism is based mainly on a one-track
Kraxenberger 1996, Rydberg 1996, Newman et al.probability distribution, describing the DNA fragment-size pat-

tern due to a single primary high-energy particle, a pattern 1997, Prise 1997). It has long been clear that high
determined by track structure and chromatin geometry. Multi- LET ionizations are spatially clustered (Lea 1955),
track fragment-size distributions are derived mathematically from

and that such clustering strongly in¯ uences the fatethe one-track distribution, so that dose± response relations are
of irradiated cells (Goodhead 1985). The PFGE dataobtained.

R esul ts: The clustered-breakage formalism is applicable to any are now starting to indicate how spatial clustering of
chromosomal geometry and any radiation track structure. It ionizations is expressed in terms of DSB clustering
facilitates extrapolations of high-dose data to the much lower along chromosomes.doses of interest for most applications. When applied to recently

DSB locations along chromosomes fully determinepublished data for irradiation of mammalian cells with ions of
LET #100 keV mm Õ 1 it indicates a pattern of Mbp-scale DSB the DNA fragment-size distribution; but to elucidate
clusters, each containing a number of DSB and corresponding the implications of the observed fragment-size distri-
to a very large-scale, multiply-damaged chromatin site. Although butions for the DSB locations requires modellingDSB are bunched, DSB clusters are scattered almost at random

(Holley and Chatterjee 1996, LoÈ brich et al. 1996,throughout the genome. Estimates of DSB yield are markedly
Kraxenberger 1996, Newman et al. 1997). In someincreased by resolving such clusters into individual DSB. The

dose± response relation for fragments of a given size becomes cases, modelling has used detailed information on
non-linear when clusters from di å erent tracks interlace or adjoin, chromatin geometry (Chatterjee and Holley 1991,
as can occur for high doses and large sizes. Holley and Chatterjee 1996, Rydberg 1996,

C onclusions: DSB clustering along chromosomes, which in¯ u-
Moiseenko et al. 1997, Friedland et al. 1997, Andreevences important radiobiological endpoints, is described quantitat-

ively by the clustered-breakage formalism. et al. 1997, Prise 1997, Brahme et al. 1997, Ottolenghi
et al. 1997). Such models have been applied mainly
to data on comparatively small sizes, analysing locally1. Introduction
multiply damaged sites on the 10 bp scale of the

Double strand breaks (DSB) are an important form underlying double helix (Brenner and Ward 1992,
of ionizing radiation damage (Ward 1994).1 DSB cut Michalik 1993, Moiseenko et al. 1996), or `regionally

multiply damaged sites’ on scales of 10 bp to
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30nm ® bre (Holley and Chatterjee 1996, Rydberg DSB made by one event.3 The clustered-breakage
approach can be applied to any geometric con® gura-1996). However, the recent PFGE data include results
tion of the chromosomes, and to any type of radi-on much larger sizes, up to more than 5 Mbp, i.e.
ation. The chromatin geometry and the radiationmore than 3% of the size of an average-sized chromo-
track structure in principle determine the one-tracksome. Such sizes are so large the detailed chromatin
fragment-size distribution. The formalism allows sizegeometry is not well characterized, the ability to view
correlations among the fragments made by a singlechromatin on a large scale during interphase being
track, but, because events are statistically independ-rather recent (Cremer et al. 1993). There is evidence
ent, the approximation that DSB made by di å erentof considerable randomness in chromatin structure
tracks are independent will be made, neglecting anyat scales from 0´1 Mbp to more than 100 Mbp (Sachs
correlations among one-track clustering patterns foret al. 1995, Dernburg et al. 1996), and also evidence
di å erent tracks. Then predictions for multi-trackfor systematic structures (e.g. Cremer et al. 1997,
e å ects can be derived mathematically in terms of theMarshall et al. 1997), but comparatively little is known
one-track distribution, determining dose-dependentabout these large scales. Thus analyses based on
DSB clustering patterns and giving dose± responsedetailed chromatin geometry are problematical for
relations for DNA fragment-size measurements.the larger size fragments observed in the PFGE

The clustered-breakage formalism will be illus-experiments.
trated by applying it to two published data sets onOther analyses have used the standard random-
DNA fragment-size distributions after irradiation ofbreakage model, which assumes DSB located ran-
mammalian cells at high doses, using nitrogen ionsdomly within the genome and does not require an
or a particles, each having an LET of approximatelyexplicit model of interphase chromatin geometry.
100 keV mm Õ 1 (LoÈ brich et al. 1996, Newman et al.The random-breakage equations are based on the
1997). The data suggest DSB yields of more than`broken stick’ and exponential fragment-size dist-
0´01 DSB Mbp Õ 1 Gy Õ 1, corresponding to approxi-ributions (reviews: Kraxenberger et al. 1994,
mately 80 DSB per Gy per human genome, in con-Radivoyevitch and Cedervall 1996). However, the
trast to markedly lower estimates obtained whenrandom-breakage model provides a poor ® t for some
DSB clusters smaller than a Mbp are not resolvedhigh LET PFGE data (LoÈ brich et al. 1996,
into individual DSB. Even for X-rays some increaseKraxenberger 1996, Newman et al. 1997), so some
in estimates of DSB yield is obtained in some experi-recent analyses have generalized it. These generaliza-
ments when the small fragments are taken intotions treat the basic parameter of the random-break- account (LoÈ brich et al. 1996, Newman et al. 1997).

age model, namely the average number of DSB per However, the high LET RBE, which appears to be
unit size and dose, as a variable. Newman et al. less than one when analysing only larger fragments,
(1997) use a di å erent value for each measured frag- is considerably more than one when the smaller
ment-size bin, a method which involves a large fragments are taken into account. That is, high LET
number of adjustable parameters. Kraxenberger radiations make more small fragments relative to
(1996), analysing his data for heavy ions irradiating large fragments than do X-rays.
V79 cells, gives models in which the basic parameter As discussed above, applying the clustered-break-
of the random-breakage model is regarded as a age approach to the data involves specifying the
stochastic quantity, with a probability distribution distribution of DNA fragment sizes for one-track
directly determined by a track± structure calculation. action. Since the formalism is applicable for any one-
This approach has the advantage that it minimizes track distribution, we here, to illustrate the approach
the number of adjustable parameters, but it does not concisely, use as the one-track distribution a two-
give analytic dose ± response relations, and it may not parameter form which was chosen for mathematical
be applicable to all chromatin geometries. convenience, rather than being derived by analysing

The purpose of the present paper is to derive and chromatin geometry and radiation track structure.
illustrate a systematic extension of the random-break- For each of the two data sets, the two model
age model, which we call the `clustered-breakage’ parameters are determined by the fragment-size dis-
formalism. The new formalism results from dropping tribution at one dose. This results in predicted
one assumption of the random-breakage model,

3 An event is one primary radiation track, with di å erent eventsnamely the assumption that locations of di å erent
statistically independent. For the data considered here, an eventDSB in the genome are independent of each other.
constitutes all the energy depositions due either to one nitrogenThe formalism is based primarily on a probability ion (LoÈ brich et al. 1996) or to one primary a particle (Newman

distribution for DNA fragment sizes under one-track et al. 1997). We shall here use `one-track’ as synonymous with
`single-event’ .action, involving the location along chromosomes of
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dose± response relations, which are compared to data
at other doses; estimates are also obtained for the
average size of a one-track DSB cluster on a chromo-
some and for the average number of DSB such a
cluster contains. The formalism allows a mechan-
istically based extrapolation of the high-dose PFGE
results down to the much smaller doses of interest in
most applications.

Applying the model to the data shows that most
DSB are situated in extremely large-scale DSB clus-
ters, corresponding to multiply damaged sites on the
Mbp scale. This behaviour would agree with the
suggestion of Newman et al. (1997) that a irradiation
may tend to produce an all-or-nothing outcome, with
hits on a chromosome rare but each hit tending to
produce a severe cluster. The particular one-track
fragment-size distribution used to illustrate the clus- Figure 1. The ® gure schematically illustrates spatial DSB clus-
tered-breakage formalism is phenomenological, so tering, DSB clustering along a chromosome, and how the

two kinds of clustering are related. In 1A, the chromosomethe detailed numerical results obtained on clustering
is represented schematically by a computer generatedare less well grounded than would be the case for a
wormlike random coil in two dimensions, and a track isdistribution based on radiation track structure and
represented schematically as a straight line. In 1B the

chromatin geometry. However, we will argue that chromosome is shown schematically straightened out
the basic conclusions, on the frequency of extremely along the x axis, which represents size intervals along the

chromatin contour; a much smaller scale than in ® gure 1Alarge-scale clusters and their structure, are robust.
is needed to ® t the entire chromosome into panel 1B.The main results of the paper are presented
The marks show genomic locations for the intersectionsin § 3´1, which summarizes the clustered-breakage
in 1A of the lines representing chromatin and track. It is

formalism. The other parts of the paper motivate, seen that these marks cluster non-randomly along the
derive, elaborate, generalize, illustrate or apply the chromosome.
formalism, and discuss its implications.

along the x axis. It can be seen that the DSB are
clustered non-randomly along the chromosome Ð2. Background
many occur in tight groups, with di å erent groups2.1. S patial local iz ation and D SB clustering along separated by comparatively large stretches. In reality

chromosomes
the situation is more complicated than the ® gure
portrays, for several reasons: track and chromatinNon-random DSB clustering along a chromosome

results from the interplay between two kinds of both have 3-dimensional structure rather than just
being lines in two dimensions; even at large scaleslocalization. First, ionizations are spatially localized;

at high LET they are predominantly near the line the chromatin is somewhat more ordered than a
random coil (Dernburg et al. 1996; Marshall et al.representing the centre of a track rather than being

spread randomly over a whole cell nucleus, and even 1997); and the production of DSB depends on a
variety of chemical factors so that DSB productionX-rays produce some spatial clustering of ionizations

(Michalik 1993, Moiseenko et al. 1996). Second, a is not solely governed by geometric overlap of track
and chromatin. But the basic phenomenon, of DSBchromosome consists of a continuous thread of DNA,

so that loci which are nearby along the chromosome clustering along the chromosome (® gure 1 (B)),
should still hold.tend to be nearby in space. Figure 1 indicates the

resulting DSB clustering along a chromosome schem-
atically, in a 2-dimensional representation. In 2.2. Data
® gure 1 (A) a high LET radiation track is shown as
a straight line; the interphase chromosome is shown Two data sets which indicate that such clustering

does occur will be used to illustrate the clustered-as a wormlike random coil (Hahnfeldt et al. 1993;
Ostashevsky and Lange 1994); and for illustrative breakage formalism. One data set is for nitrogen

irradiation of human ® broblasts, at an LET ofpurposes a DSB is assumed to occur wherever track
and chromatin intersect. In ® gure 1 (B) the chromo- #97 keV mm Õ 1 (LoÈ brich et al. 1996). The main data

concern the fraction of DNA in fragments of varioussome is shown as it would appear if straightened out
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sizes up to 1´12 Mbp (table 1). Various doses, between
31´5 and 600 Gy, were used in the experiments, with
larger doses used for obtaining data on the smaller
sizes. For the time being we shall, as in table 1, focus
attention on a dose of 189 Gy, a value for which
direct measurements of 8 fragment-size bins are
available and interpolation or extrapolation from
nearby dose points is possible for the remaining two
fragment-size bins.

Using a hybridization assay, LoÈ brich et al.also
obtained data on a speci® c 3´2 Mbp chromatin seg-
ment de® ned by two consecutive restriction enzyme

Figure 2. The dose ± response relation for the probability P thatcutting sites. These additional data determine the
a 3´2 Mbp segment of chromatin contains no DSB. Dataprobability that the given segment contains no DSB,
from LoÈ brich et al. (1996). Both random-breakage andan indicator of how many DSB per Mbp are present clustered-breakage models predict a straight line with

on this larger size scale. Figure 2, adapted from zero intercept for ln P, and the data are consistent with
LoÈ brich et al., shows the data. Con® rmatory data the prediction.
(not shown here) were obtained by measurements of
the fraction of activity released from the plug, an
estimator of the total DNA content of fragments
which have a size smaller than about 9 Mbp. 6400 Mbp. Thus the average size of a human chro-

Some order of magnitude estimates supply context mosome is SC#140 Mbp. After irradiation with LET
for analyses of the nitrogen ion data. The human G1 100 keV mm Õ 1, the average number n of tracks which
genome contains 46 chromosomes totalling about traverse (i.e. geometrically intersect) a human

® broblast cell nucleus is, very roughly, n=10D,
where D is dose in Gy; this is the relation that wouldTable 1. DNA fragment-size distribution.
hold for a cell which is a right cylinder having its

L2 L1 Mean % Ave# axis parallel to the beam and having a cross-sectional
area of #160 mm2. We shall here assume the average1120 780 950 13´5 19´8
is exactly n=10D, but values of the same order of780 365 573 23´2 56´7

365 225 295 7´9 37´4 magnitude (e.g. n=5D or n=15D) could be used
225 145 185 3´4 25´7 without any essential change, since in the data ana-
145 97 121 1´95 22´6

lysis n will appear together with an adjustable para-97 48 73 1´78 34´1
meter (namely l , introduced in equation 14 below)48 23 36 0´52 20´2

23 9 16 0´57 49´9 which determines the probability that a track hits
9 2 5´5 0´089 22´6 (i.e. makes at least one DSB on) a chromosome. It
2 0´1 0´95 0´013 19´2 will here be assumed that the track number is Poisson-

308´2 distributed from cell to cell, as would occur if all the
cell nuclei presented the same area to the beam; forThe ® rst column gives the maximum size, in kbp, for a DNA
the doses considered, where n&1, any other distribu-fragment in a given size zone. The second gives the minimum
tion whose variance has order of magnitude n (orsize. The third gives the mean (L1+ L2)/2 for that zone. The

fourth gives the observed percentage of DNA for fragments less) would give quite similar results.
within the size zone at a dose of 189 Gy (Lobrich et al. 1996); The other PFGE data set to be considered here is
for the two smallest size zones, where 189 Gy was not one of the

for a-particle irradiation of V79 cells, with a LET ofdoses used, values are obtained from values at other doses using
#110 keV mm Õ 1 (Newman et al. 1997). Doses fromthe straight line approximations of Lobrich et al. The ® fth column

gives the average number of fragments for this size zone in a 10± 200 Gy were used and the percentage of DNA in
chromosome 140 Mb long, estimated directly by formula 9 size bins was measured, the smallest sizes being in
(Lobrich et al. 1996) Ave#=140 000 Ö (%/100)/(mean size). It

a bin from 8´2 kbp to 20 kbp. The percentage ofis seen that on average the formula gives about 308 fragments
DNA in fragments larger than 5´7 Mbp was alsowith sizes between 0´1 kbp and 1´12 Mb. Assuming there are

exactly 308 fragments and assuming none of these fragments measured. The data will be analysed similarly. In the
have a telomere as an end, the number of DSBs implied is at analysis, the nominal value n=10D will be retained
least 309. 309 would apply if all the fragments were in one giant for the average number of tracks per nucleus, butcluster of multiplicity 308 (see text). For other, more realistic,

the exact proportionality constant between D and npatterns of clustering, more DSBs are involved, e.g. #330
according to the clustered-breakage model of the text. again has no essential bearing on the conclusions.
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2.3. Telomere e å ects genome4 (reviewed by Radivoyevitch and Cedervall
1996). Systematic mathematical treatments of the

Fragment size patterns such as those in table 1 are random-breakage model often start by considering
most readily related to DSB patterns if most frag- DSB on a hypothetical segment of chromatin which
ments have DSB at both ends. Some fragments will is very much longer than an actual chromosome Ð
have a telomere at one end instead, and at lower inde® nitely long in principle (Appendix A)Ð and is
doses there are even fragments with telomeres at straightened out along an x axis after the DSB have
both ends, i.e. intact chromosomes. However, at the been formed (compare ® gure 1 (B)). Here x represents
doses of main interest here, fragments with a telomere size in units of base pairs. A chromosome (or a
at one or both ends constitute a small minority, i.e. restriction enzyme fragment) is then considered as a
t̀elomere e å ects’ are not very signi® cant. Telomere segment of the appropriate size on the x axis, located

e å ects result from the ® nite size of a chromosome at random within the larger segment. Thus suppose
and correspond to edge e å ects; they are important DSB are located at random along the entire non-
for large fragments and small doses. In most argu- negative x axis, with an average of k DSB per Mbp,
ments of the present paper they are analysed only to where k is linearly proportional to dose. Then the
insure that they are indeed negligible. To compute probability P (x) that a given segment of chromatin
telomere e å ects requires either extra information with size x is free from DSB is given by Poisson
about the DSB production process, in addition to statistics as (Wol å 1988)
the information furnished by the one-track fragment

P (x )=exp ( Õ kx). (2)size distribution, or an extra approximation (see
Appendix A, Examples, and Appendix B). It is seen in ® gure 2 that for x=3´2 Mbp, ln P (x)

is, to good approximation, proportional to dose,
consistent with equation (2) since k is proportional

2.4. Probability distributions to dose; it will later be shown that the general,
clustered-breakage, formalism also predicts this lin-The size pattern for the DNA fragments formed
earity of ln P in dose, but with a more generalby DSB can be described mathematically by a prob-
interpretation for the slope. For nitrogen ion irradi-ability density, f (x). For very small dx, f (x ) dx is the
ation, the restriction enzyme data of LoÈ brich et al.probability that a DNA fragment has a size in the
give a numerical value of (k/D)#3 8́ Ö 10 Õ 3 DSBrange from x to x+dx. It is often convenient to work
per Mbp per Gy, corresponding to an average ofinstead with an integral, F *(x), of f (x ):
about 100 DSB in a 140 Mbp chromosome at 189 Gy
and to about 24 DSB per human genome per Gy

F *(x)= P2

x

f (x ¾ ) dx ¾ � f (x )= Õ
dF *(x)

dx
.(1) during the G1 phase of the cell cycle. This value, as

emphasized by LoÈ brich et al., is substantially smaller
than the value indicated by the data on smallerF *(x) is uniquely determined by f (x) and con-
fragment sizes (table 1).versely, so either can be taken as the basic function

For a chromosome having length SC prior toof interest. The PFGE experiments can be regarded
irradiation, the fragment-size density obeys f (x)=0as measuring F *(x), which speci® es the probability
for x>SC. Random location of DSB implies thatthat a fragment has size greater than x; F *(x)=1
f (x) for x < SC is given by the `broken stick’ formwhen x=0 and F * equals or approaches 0 for
(Kendall and Moran 1963, Cook and Mortimer 1991,suæ ciently large x. F *(x) is sometimes called a `com-
Kraxenberger et al. 1994, Radivoyevitch andplementary distribution’ . It complements the cumu-
Cedervall 1996, Newman et al. 1997):lative distribution F (x )=1 Õ F *, which speci® es the

probability that a given fragment has size x or less.
Cumulative distributions are used more often than f (x)=

d(x Õ SC)+2k+k2(SC Õ x)

kSC+1
exp ( Õ kx),

(x < SC).

(3)complementary distributions, but in the present
context it is simpler to work with F *.

4 Such uniform probability does not hold at the nucleosome
scale, where some sites are clearly more vulnerable to attack by2.5. The random-breakage model
free radicals than other sites, but it is more reasonable when
averaging over sizes of the order of 1 kbp or more, as isBefore presenting the more general clustered-
appropriate for the present data. Applying the random-breakagebreakage formalism, we ® rst summarize some results
model to the measured size distributions also assumes relatively

about the often-used random-breakage model, which homogeneous migration behaviour in PFGE gels for DNA
describes DSB that are located, independently of fragments of a given size, as is reasonable for irradiation during

G1, though not during S (Dewey and Albright 1997).each other, with equal probability throughout the
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Here d is the Dirac delta function. The normalizing
factor kSC +1 in the denominator represents the
average number of fragments per chromosome, being
one more than the average number kSC of DSB per
chromosome.

For fragments much shorter than a chromosome
and for doses so high that a chromosome is on
average broken many times by DSB, i.e. if x%SC

and 1/k%SC, randomness implies that the fragment-
size density and the complementary distribution are
both exponential (Radivoyevitch and Cedervall
1996):

f (x)=k exp ( Õ kx),

F *(x)= P2

x

f (x ¾ ) dx ¾ =exp ( Õ kx),
(4)

Figure 3. Data is for percentage of DNA in various DNA
fragment-size bins after nitrogen ion irradiation with a
dose of 189 Gy (table 1 and LoÈ brich et al. 1996). Data(x%SC, 1/k%SC).
points are plotted in the centre of each size bin. Three

Equation (4) neglects telomere e å ects (§ 2.3), i.e. calculated histograms are also shown. The lowest histo-
gram (light solid line) was generated using the random-e å ects due to ® nite chromosome size. Speci® cally,
breakage equation (6), with the parameter k=taking the limit SC � 2 in equation (3) gives
0´71 DSB/Mbp, equal to the value determined by theequation (4). slope of the line in ® gure 2. The dotted histogram was

Theoretical values for the fraction, W, of DNA in generated using the random-breakage equation (6), with
a size range from S1 to S2 are obtained by integration its parameter k allowed to vary to provide the best ® t in

® gure 3, resulting in k=1´07 DSB Mbp Õ 1. The top histo-(BloÈ cher 1990):
gram (heavy solid line) is the best ® t for the two-parameter
clustered-breakage model of § 3.3, with the data of ® gure 2

W=
Ÿ

S 2

S 1
xf (x ) dx

Ÿ 2
0

xf (x) dx
. (5) used as a constraint. The corresponding parameter values

are sW=0´555 Mbp and l =3´01 Ö 10 Õ 4 DSB clusters
per track per Mbp.In particular, for the random-breakage model with

negligible telomere e å ects equation (4) holds and
performing the integrals gives the fraction of DNA approximately uniform throughout the genome, so
as (BloÈ cher 1990, Newman et al. 1997): that any one DSB, considered by itself, is equally

likely to occur anywhere in the genome; and second,
that the DSB pattern for any one radiation track is

W= Õ [(kx+1) exp ( Õ kx)]
S 2

S 1 ,

where [ g(x )]
S2

S 1 =g (S2) Õ g(S1). H (6)
independent of the DSB made by other tracks.
However, the new formalism takes into account theEquation (6), for the parameter value k=
fact that a single track may make a number of0´71 Mbp Õ 1 obtained by using equation (2) and the
di å erent DSB with correlated locations on a chromo-data in ® gure 2 as described above, is shown as the
some, which would contradict the random-breakagelower curve in ® gure 3. It is seen that this curve is a
model. This more general approach will be calledvery poor ® t, predicting too few fragments, especially
the clustered-breakage formalism.too few small fragments. This discrepancy shows

that, as emphasized by LoÈ brich et al., their data do
not ® t a random-breakage model. Other data 3.1. The basic formalism
(Kraxenberger 1996; Newman et al. 1997) likewise

The basic clustered-breakage formalism is nowshow major deviations from the random-breakage
summarized, with mathematical proofs for the equa-model.
tions relegated to Appendix A. The formalism is
based primarily on a one-track complementary distri-

3. The clustered-breakage formalism bution, F
*
1 (x), giving the probabilities of sizes for

DNA fragments made by two DSB from the sameSince the random-breakage model is not adequate,
we developed a formalism which is applicable more track. F

*
1 depends on chromosome geometry and on

particle track parameters such as the LET. One cangenerally. The following two assumptions of the
random breakage model are retained: ® rst, that the obtain from F

*
1 (x ), which has no dose-dependence

because it describes one-track action, the other quant-radiation sensitivity averaged over kbp scales is
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ities of main interest. These other quantities include and the next DSB is
the dose-dependent, multi-track complementary frag-
ment-size distribution F *(x) and theoretical estimates E1(x)=N1 P

x

0

F
*
1 (x ¾ ) dx ¾ . (8)

for experimental results such as those in table 1 or
® gure 2.

The cumulative distribution E1 is the probabilityGeneralizations are obtained for the equations of
that a segment of size x starting from an arbitrarythe random-breakage model by again considering
point contains at least one DSB, i.e. E1=1 Õ P1 ,the non-negative x axis populated by DSB, in some
where P1 is the probability of no DSB in the segment.probabilistic pattern (Appendix A). Consider DSB For example, for a very small size x, one maymade by one track. The one-track fragment-size approximate F

*
1 #1 in equation (8); integrating then

complementary distribution F
*
1 (x ) is the probability gives E1#N1x, i.e. for a very small size x the

that, starting from one DSB at a location x0 on the probability that a randomly located segment of size
axis, there is no DSB within the interval (x0, x0+x].

x contains at least one DSB is simply the size times
F

*
1 (x ) depends only on the fragment size x, not on x0 the average number N1 of DSB per unit size.

(Appendix A). Denote by N1 the average number of Equations (7) and (8) refer to one-track action.
DSB per Mbp produced by a track.5 As discussed in They can be used to derive multi-track e å ects, as
Appendix A, N1 is given by an integral involving follows. The average number of DSB per unit size
F

*
1 , as follows: of chromatin is linearly proportional to average track

number n (Appendix A), i.e.
(1/N1)= P2

0

xf 1(x ) dx.= P2

0

F
*
1 (x ) dx. (7) number of DSB per Mbp=nN1 . (9)

Thus, in the clustered-breakage formalism, nN1 is
The intuitive interpretation of equation (7) is that, the generalization of the random-breakage model

neglecting the telomere e å ects discussed in § 2.3, the parameter k. It is shown in Appendix A that the
average fragment size is the inverse of the average probability P (x) for a speci® c chromatin segment of
number of DSB per Mbp. Modi® cations required size x to be free of DSB, equal to 1 Õ E(x ) where E
when telomere e å ects are signi® cant are discussed in is the probability for the segment to contain at least
the Appendices. one DSB, is given by

When DSB are located non-randomly along a
P (x )=exp [ Õ nE1(x )], (10)chromosome, it is important to distinguish between

two quantities: the ® rst is the number of base pairs generalizing equation (2) of the random-breakage
from one DSB to the next DSB (whose distribution model. The intuitive picture is that the chromatin
is described by F

*
1 ); the second is the number of base segment can contain a DSB if at least one DSB

pairs from a randomly chosen chromatin location to cluster centre hits the segment or scores a near miss,
the next DSB. When there is clustering, the latter with exp [ Õ nE1(x)] systematically accounting for
can be substantially larger on average than the both hits and near misses as well as the internal DSB
former, contrary to the o å hand expectation that it pattern of a cluster.
should be half as large. This feature is a variant of To generalize equation (4) one must consider a
the famous `waiting time paradox’ (Wol å 1988); it DSB and calculate the multi-track probability for the
occurs because the presence of one DSB signals the size of a corresponding DNA fragment, taking into
likelihood of being in a cluster, where DSB are account that the next DSB may be either from the
closely spaced, whilst a randomly chosen chromatin same track or from some other track. Denoting the
point can, on the contrary, often be outside a DSB multi-track complementary distribution by F *(x)
cluster. It is shown in Appendix A that, starting from (§ 2.4), one ® nds (Appendix A)
a random point on the chromatin, the cumulative

F *(x)=F
*
1 (x) exp [ Õ nE1(x )]. (11)distribution function, here denoted by E1(x ), for the

size of the DNA segment between the random point Since F
*
1 and E1 are one-track, dose-independ-

ent functions the dose dependence in equations
[restriction] and [F] is carried entirely by the linear
dependence of n on dose, e.g. n=10D.

5 N1 is averaged over the entire genome, including chromo- To generalize equation (6) of the random-breakage
somes not hit by the track, and is also averaged over many cells.

model, one can calculate, neglecting telomere e å ects,Thus N1=(nD)/(nLG), where LG is the total size of a G1 genome
the fraction of DNA in fragments having a certainand n is the frequently used quantity (average number of DSB

per cell per Gy). size range (table 1 and ® gure 3). Using the notation
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of equation (6), the fraction of DNA is (Appendix A): for F
*
1 . Monte Carlo estimates of F

*
1 , using track

codes and assumptions about large-scale chromatin
structure could be given but would require consider-W=C Õ exp [ Õ nE1(x )][nN1xF

*
1 (x )+1]D x=S2

x=S 1 .
able development. Instead, we now illustrate the

(12) clustered-breakage formalism by choosing, pheno-
menologically and ad hoc, a 2-parameter form ofOverall, given the one-track quantity F

*
1 (x ), prop-

F
*
1 (x ).erties of the DSB yield and of the DNA fragment-
For x less than the maximum measured size S0 ,size pattern, including their dose dependence, are

e.g. S0=1´12 Mbp in the case of the nitrogen iondetermined. The clustered-breakage formalism has
data (table 1), F

*
1 is chosen as a Weibull complement-four basic dose-dependent, multi-track equations,

ary distribution of shape parameter 0´5, i.e.equations (9) ± (12); the last two assume telomere
(Thompson 1988)e å ects are negligible (Appendix A). If telomere e å ects

are not negligible, additional information about the F
*
1 (x )=exp [ Õ (x/sW)

0 ´5
], if x < S0 . (13)

process is needed or an extra approximation must
Here sW is a positive adjustable parameter, the sizebe used (Appendix B).
scale of the Weibull distribution. The Weibull formIt is also proved in Appendix A that the random-
in equation (13) was suggested by inspection ofbreakage equations (4) and (6) are a limiting special
table 1 and by mathematical convenience, not bycase of a clustered-breakage model in which the track
mechanistic considerations of track structure andnumber n becomes very large and the number N1 of
chromatin geometry. Compared to random-break-DSB per track per unit size becomes very small, with
age, for which the size density f =k exp ( Õ kx) isnN1 ® xed as k. In other words each cell nucleus is
approximately constant at small x, the Weibull formtraversed by a very large number of tracks, with
(13) describes enhanced frequency of small fragments,almost all tracks either missing the genome entirely
since the density f 1= Õ dF

*
1/dx is proportional toor making just one DSB.

x Õ 1/2 at small x, and ® gure 3 shows such an enhance-
ment is needed to match the data.

3.2. Extremely large-scale clusters of DSB For large x the data are consistent with random
breakage (LoÈ brich et al. 1996, Newman et al. 1997).In detailed discussions it is convenient to quantify
The simplest way to incorporate this fact approxi-clustering in terms of a maximum size S0, such as
mately into F

*
1 is to assume F

*
1 =B exp ( Õ lx) at largethe maximum size S0=1´12 Mbp in table 1. A group

x, where l is the other adjustable parameter of theof DSB with no two consecutive DSB separated by
model, while B is determined by the condition thatmore than S0 will be termed a `cluster’. The `multipli-
F

*
1 is continuous at S0.

6 Speci® cally, this assumptioncity’ M of the cluster is the number of DSB it
givescontains. For example, a `singlet’ (multiplicity M=

1) is merely an isolated DSB; and a `doublet’ (multi- F
*
1 =exp [ Õ (S0/sW)

0 ´5] (14)
plicity M=2) is formed when two DSB are closer to exp [ Õ l(x Õ S0)], (x > S0).
each other than S0 but are further than S0 from all

Equations (13), (14) and (7) now give the number ofother DSB on the same chromosome. Suppose the
DSB per Mbp per track astelomere e å ects discussed in § 2.3 are negligible, i.e.

that we can ignore the possibility that the cluster is
¯ anked by a chromosome segment which is smaller
than S0, the segment being terminated by a telomere

N1=
l exp (h)

A+1
, where h=(S0/sW)

0 ´5

and A=2l sW[exp (h) Õ 1 Õ h]. H (15)
rather than a DSB. Then a cluster of multiplicity M
always generates M Õ 1 DNA fragments having sizes
less than S0. The other basic one-track function of the clustered-

breakage formalism, determining the probabilities for
3.3. A two-parametric clustered-breakage model

In principle the single-track, fragment-size distri- 6 Equations (13) and (14) involve a discontinuity in slope at
x=S0. Versions of F *

1 based on a more mechanistic model orbution F
*
1 (x) which determines the other quantities

suitably using extra adjustable parameters would not have suchof the clustered-breakage formalism is itself deter-
a discontinuity.mined by LET or other features of the radiation

An intuitive interpretation of l is given below, in the discussion
track structure and by chromatin geometry; at pre- of equation (17). It turns out that the most natural way to specify
sent, however, too little is known about large-scale l is to specify the probability that a given track misses any one

average-sized chromosome.chromatin geometry to calculate an analytic form
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a randomly chosen chromatin segment of size x to clustering (Appendix B). It is argued in Appendix B
that in the present context renewal approximationbe free of DSB, is now obtained from equation (8)

as determines a lower limit for clustering, i.e. predicts
smaller clusters of lower multiplicity than does any
other reasonable clustered-breakage model having
the same F

*
1 .

E1=2N1sW[1 Õ (1+y) exp ( Õ y)] if x < s0;

E1=1 Õ
exp [ Õ l(x Õ S0)]

1+A
if x > S0. H 4. Comparison to data(16)

We ® rst describe results obtained for human cells
Here y=(x/S0 )

0́ 5. irradiated with nitrogen ions (LoÈ brich et al. 1996),
F

*
1 is used not only to describe clustering of DSB then similar results for V79 cells irradiated with a

on a chromosome, but also to determine the probabil- particles (Newman et al. 1997).
ity that one particular radiation track hits (i.e. makes
at least one DSB on) any one particular chromosome

4.1. The nitrogen ion data(compare Appendix A). Speci® cally, equation (16)
gives the probability that a particular track produces The clustered-breakage model of § 3.3 has two
no DSB on a particular chromosome of size SC as adjustable parameters, sW and l . For the data on

human cells, these parameters were determined asexp (lS0)

1+A
exp ( Õ lSC). (17) follows. The model predicts a straight line dose± res-

ponse relation with zero intercept in ® gure 2, since n
In practice, lS0%1 and A%1. Neglecting lS0 and A in equation (10) is linearly proportional to dose and
in equation (17) gives the approximate, but simple, E1(x ) is a single-track quantity, independent of dose;
expression exp ( Õ lSC) This simple expression corre- using the slope of the straight line shown in ® gure 2
sponds to the following intuitive interpretations: clus- shows that at D=189 Gy, nE1(3 2́)#2´27 DSB,
ter centre locations, unlike DSB locations, are where E1 is determined by equations (7), (8), (13)
(approximately) independent of each other; more- and (14) involving the two parameters and n is
over, the adjustable parameter l is (approximately) assigned the value 10D. The two parameters were
the average number of DSB clusters per unit length obtained by ® tting the data in ® gure 3 to equations
of chromatin for single-track action. (13) and (14) using a constrained least squares algo-

For the data of Newman et al. equations (13) and rithm, the constraint being nE1(3´2)=2´27. The
(14) were also used for F

*
1 , but with S0=5´7 Mbp, values obtained in this way were sW=0´555 Mbp

the largest fragment size measured in the a-particle and l =3´01 Ö 10 Õ 4 DSB clusters per track per Mbp.
experiment. It is seen in ® gure 3 that the clustered-breakage

model with these parameters (heavy solid curve) is a
dramatic improvement over the random-breakage3.4. Renewal approximations
model ( light solid curve). In part the improvement is
merely due to the fact that the clustered-breakageIn the clustered-breakage formalism the distribu-

tion F
*
1 determines DNA fragment sizes, but not the model uses two adjustable parameters (sW and l ) to

® t the data of ® gures 2 and 3, whereas the random-order of the fragments; for example it does not
specify if small fragments tend to group together breakage model has only k available, which is ® xed

by the data of ® gure 2. However, one can put the(with several large fragments between di å erent
groups of small fragments), or if, instead, small and two models on a par as far as number of adjustable

parameters is concerned, by allowing other values oflarge fragments tend to intersperse. For most pur-
poses using F

*
1 is adequate, but in a few calculations, k in ® gure 3, i.e. by dropping the constraint implied

by ® gure 2 for the random-breakage model whileinvolving detailed analyses of clustering patterns,
extra information must be given, not just F

*
1 . retaining the constraint for the clustered-breakage

model. Even in this case, no ® t comparable to thatOne simple approximation which always supplies
the missing information involves neglecting correla- of the clustered-breakage model can be obtained

from the random-breakage model. The ® gure showstions between the sizes of adjacent DNA fragments.
Speci® cally, one can assume that whenever a DSB a random-breakage curve for that value of k which

gives the best least-squares ® t to the data of ® gure 3,occurs the entire probabilistic situation `renews’ itself
(Appendix B). Any F

*
1 can be supplemented by using ignoring the data of ® gure 2, k=1´07 DSB per Mbp.

The ® t is still quite poor. This discrepancy meansrenewal approximation; analysing the renewal
approximation then gives all relevant details about that the relative fractions of DNA in the various size
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bins of table 1 are inconsistent with randomly located all the panels in ® gure 4, is being ® tted by adjusting
two parameters at 189 Gy and leaving the parametersDSB, even apart from the overall average number

of DSB per Mbp judged from ® gure 2. ® xed thereafter.
The main features of dose± response curves in theWith the two parameters ® xed, the model makes

various predictions. First, dose± response curves for clustered-breakage formalism neglecting telomere
e å ects can be seen from ® gure 4. For low dosesthe percentage of DNA in the various size bins of

table 1 can be obtained, neglecting telomere e å ects, almost all fragments in one size bin are due to single-
track action and the dose± response is therefore linearby allowing n in equations (11) and (12) to scale

linearly with dose, n=10D where D is in Gy. These (not quadratic as it would be in the random-breakage
model with telomere e å ects neglected; thiscurves are shown in ® gure 4, compared to the data.

The ® t in some of the panels is mediocre, but it linear/quadratic di å erence between high/low LET
parallels the corresponding di å erences in exchange-should be recalled that all the data, for ® gure 2 and
type chromosome aberration dose ± response curves).
For higher doses there can be a super-linear behavi-
our, due to di å erent tracks co-operating to make
fragments of the given size. For still higher doses, the
yield increases more slowly and ultimately starts to
decrease, as interlacing of DSB clusters from many
tracks starts to cut DNA segments into sizes smaller
than the sizes in the given bin.

The total DSB yield implied by the parameters
sW=0´555 Mbp and l =3´01 Ö 10 Õ 4 Mbp Õ 1 in the
one-track function F

*
1 is given by equation (9) as

approximately 0´012 DSB Mbp Õ 1 Gy Õ 1, in agree-
ment with the estimate made more directly from the
same data by LoÈ brich et al. (1996), who found
in addition that 0´012 DSB Mbp Õ 1 Gy Õ 1 corres-
ponds to an RBE greater than 1 compared to X-
rays in a companion experiment. At 189 Gy,
0´012 DSB Mbp Õ 1 Gy Õ 1 would give a total of about
330 DSB on a chromosome 140 Mbp long; this
number is somewhat larger than the number of
fragments smaller than S0=1´12 Mbp (table 1), just
as one would expect. Some of the extra DSB are
singlets (§ 3.2) and some come from the fact that in
each cluster the number of DSB is one larger than
the number of fragments.

Here the contribution corresponding to fragments
smaller than 0´1 kbp, predicted by the model when
the model is extrapolated down to zero sizes, is
negligible. In principle these small sizes must be
discussed separately, for the following two reasons.
First, there may be cryptic DSB multiplets in locally
multiply damaged sites, corresponding to fragments
too small to be resolved in the present experiments.
Second, the particular two-parameter form of F

*
1

used here is not expected to be a reasonable approxi-
mation at such small sizes, where systematic geomet-
ric properties of chromatin dominate the fragment
size pattern (Holley and Chatterjee 1996, Rydberg

Figure 4. Data points and dose± response curves for the 9 DNA 1996), though the general clustered-breakage formal-
fragment-size bins used in the nitrogen ion experiments ism should still apply.
of LoÈ brich et al. (1996). Theoretical curves are for the

For single-track action the above estimates corre-clustered-breakage model of equations (13) and (14), with
spond to about 8 DSB per genome. Moreover, thethe two parameters determined by hybridization data

( ® gure 2) and by data at 189 Gy (® gure 3). probability that a track misses a particular average-
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sized chromosome is given by equation (17) and the breakage model, with parameter k=0 8́5 DSB
Mbp Õ 1. As in ® gure 3, the random-breakage modelparameter values as about 0´96. Thus the model

predicts that typically one track hits only about two drastically underestimates the number of small frag-
ments, whereas the clustered-breakage modelof the 46 chromosomes. Extrapolating, this would

mean that at low doses, e.g. 0´2 Gy, most chromo- approximates the data more closely. Figure 6 shows
dose± response curves predicted by the clustered-somes are missed altogether by all tracks, but a

hit chromosome usually has one or two Mbp-scale breakage model for the various size bins, compared
to the data. As in ® gure 4 the theoretical curvesclusters with about 4 DSB each.
reproduce the main features of the data. The most
obvious discrepancy is that the model underestimates4.2. The a-particle data the number of fragments measured for the 20± 60 kbp
bin. This discrepancy could be an indication of someThe data of Newman et al. (1997) for V79 cells

was analysed similarly, one di å erence being that chromatin feature, such as loops, at this size range
(Newman et al. 1997). However, in ® gure 4 the mostthere were no extra data corresponding to ® gure 2

for a restriction enzyme fragment. nearly corresponding underestimate occurs for the
9 ± 23 kbp bin whereas the next larger bin isFigure 5 shows the data for 100 Gy. The clustered

breakage model, equation (13) with S0=5´7 Mbp overestimated.
Figure 7 presents the theoretical predictions of theand equation 14, was compared to the data (solid

curve). The two model parameters were obtained by clustered-breakage model for the a particle data as a
3-dimensional graph. By tracing lines it can be seena least-squares ® t in ® gure 5; in contrast to the similar

procedure for ® gure 3, the ® t was unconstrained, and that at a ® xed dose, the fragment-size distribution
xf (x ) typically has a maximum at a size whichthe availability of error bars on the data points

allowed a weighted ® t to be performed. The resulting decreases somewhat as dose increases.
parameter values were sW =1´285 Mbp, l =
1 3́ Ö 10 Õ 4 (DSB clusters per Mbp per track). These 4.3. Clustering patterns
parameter values correspond via equation (9) to
approximately 0´011 DSB Mbp Õ 1 Gy Õ 1, remarkably We now describe some details that assume minimal

clustering, i.e. use renewal approximationsimilar to the value given above for nitrogen ion
irradiation of human ® broblasts. (Appendix B). The de® nitions given for clusters in

§ 3.2 and the above parameter values will also beAlso shown in ® gure 5 is the best-® tting random-
assumed. Then, for the nitrogen ion data of LoÈ brich
et al. (1996), the following statistics on cluster size
and cluster multiplicity for one-track clusters follow
from the equations of Appendix B, the average
multiplicity is M1#4´1 DSB, with standard deviation
#3´6 and considerable skewing toward high-multipli-
city clusters; the average cluster size, including zero-
size singlets, is #0 7́9 Mbp; the standard deviation
is s #1´04 Mbp, s being larger than the average
because there is marked skewing toward clusters of
large size. On average a track which traverses the
nucleus hits two di å erent chromosomes, making one
cluster on each, and misses all the other chromo-
somes. It is argued in Appendix B that modifying
the renewal approximation in any plausible way
would lead to predictions of more pronounced clus-

Figure 5. Data points are for percentage of DNA in various tering, i.e. predict still larger one-track clusters having
DNA fragment-size bins following a 100 Gy dose of a

still higher multiplicity, coupled with an even smallerparticles (Newman et al. 1997). Data is plotted as in
probability that a track hits a chromosome.® gure 3, except that data for all sizes larger than 5´7 Mbp

was plotted using the bin 5´7 ± 10 Mbp for convenience. At higher doses, overlap of the clusters from
The dotted histogram is the best ® tting random-breakage di å erent tracks becomes increasingly important, so
model, with parameter k=0´85 DSB/Mbp. The solid the clusters become larger, with higher multiplicity,
histogram is the best ® t for the clustered-breakage model

and with a greater proportion of smaller fragments.of equations (13) and (14), corresponding to the parameter
The average cluster multiplicity M increases expo-values sW=1´285 Mbp, l =1´3 Ö 10 Õ 4 DSB clusters per

track per Mbp. nentially with dose as clusters interlace and coalesce,
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Figure 6. Theoretical dose± response curves compared to data for the 9 DNA fragment-size bins measured in the a particle experiment
of Newman et al. (1997). The theoretical curves are for the clustered-breakage model of equations (13) and (14), with the two
adjustable parameters established by ® tting to the data for 100 Gy (see ® gure 5).

Figure 7. Calculated percentage of DNA per unit bin width as a function of dose and of DNA fragment size for the a particle
experiments of Newman et al. (1997). The height at a given dose D and given DNA fragment size x is xf (x)/ Ÿ 2

0 xf (x) dx, where
f (x ) is the probability density for DNA fragment sizes. The calculation uses the clustered-breakage model of equations (13) and
(14), with the two adjustable parameters established by ® tting to the data for 100 Gy (see ® gure 5).

M=M1 exp (an), where n=10D and a=E1(S0). 11 clusters, some extending several Mbp and having
rather high multiplicity. The clusters are separatedFigure 8, obtained by Monte Carlo calculations as

described in Appendix B, shows a sample predicted from each other and from the telomeres by stretches
averaging roughly 10 Mbp. Such a DSB pattern is ofDSB pattern for 30 Gy irradiation with nitrogen ions.

On the representative chromosome shown, there are course stochastic, varying considerably from chromo-
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irradiated with nitrogen ions, dose± response curves
for DNA percentage in 9 di å erent fragment-size
ranges (table 1) were obtained using two adjustable
parameters in an illustrative clustered-breakage
model, and were compared to the data (® gures 2 ± 4).
It was found that the clustered-breakage model
describes the data much better than does the random-
breakage model. A di å erent data set, For V79 cells
subjected to a-particle radiation, was analysed sim-

Figure 8. A 140 Mbp chromosome, with a sample pattern, for ilarly ( ® gures 5 ± 7) and gave results consistent with
a dose of 30 Gy, of 72 DSB in 11 clusters. Telomeres are those for the ® rst data set. In both data sets, the yieldshown at each end. The sample pattern was obtained by

of DSB was estimated and found to be quite large,one Monte Carlo run (Appendix B), using renewal
more than 0´01 DSB Mbp Õ 1 Gy Õ 1. This result isapproximation to the clustered-breakage model of § 3.3,

with the two parameters chosen as described in ® gure 3. consistent with the estimates in the original papers
The largest DSB cluster for this particular case, C, is of an RBE considerably greater than 1 compared
shown magni® ed in an insert. It has multiplicity 12 and

to X-rays.stretches over almost 5 Mbp. Note also the singlets at A
Details of DSB clustering were investigated usingand B. Such singlets are `extra’ DSB, contributing nothing

analytic and Monte Carlo techniques (§ 4.3). Forto the fragments tabulated in table 1.
single-track action, even assuming minimal clus-
tering, estimates for the nitrogen ion data of LoÈ brichsome to chromosome and cell to cell. For example,
et al. (1996) gave the average cluster size as almostin a sample of 100 Monte Carlo runs for 30 Gy, one 1 Mbp, with a few much larger clusters, where arun included a cluster of multiplicity 26, formed by cluster was de® ned by the criterion that neighbouringsuperposition of clusters from three di å erent tracks. DSB are closer than 1´12 Mbp. On this picture, theFor the a particle data of Newman et al. (1997) a average DSB multiplicity of a cluster is more than 4,cluster can be de® ned by DSB spaced no more than and most DSB are part of a cluster, rather than5´7 Mbp (rather than 1´12 Mbp) apart. Assuming being singlets. Assuming an average of 10 tracks perminimal clustering, the clustered-breakage model Gy (n=10D) a given track has a probability ofpredicts an average of about 8´3 DSB per cluster, #0´04 of hitting any given chromosome. Clusters, butwith the average size of a cluster about 7´5 Mbp. not dSBs, are scattered almost at random throughoutAccording to the model, one a particle which tra- the genome. The basic clustering pattern at doses ofverses the nucleus on average hits a G1 V79 genome 30 Gy or less is single-track clusters of DSB, separatedonly about once, i.e. typically makes just one DSB by large DSB-free stretches (® gure 8). There is somecluster on one chromosome, missing all the other interlacing of clusters from di å erent tracks, whichchromosomes. increases at higher doses; the clustered-breakage
formalism systematically keeps track of such interla-
cing. For the a-particle data, clustering was also5. Discussion
found to be very pronounced.5.1. Summary

Radiation induced DSB were analysed by general- 5.2. Robustness of the results
izing the standard random-breakage model, allowing
for the possibility that DSB along a chromosome can It is useful to distinguish between features inferred

directly from the clustered-breakage formalism, com-be tightly bunched in groups, with di å erent groups
widely scattered. The resulting clustered-breakage pared to features which invoke the speci® c

2-parametric form introduced in § 3.3, the latterformalism gives predictions for dose± response rela-
tions and for multi-track e å ects, starting from a dose- features being less robust than the former. The

overall pattern, of extremely large-scale clusters andindependent, single-track, fragment-size distribution
F

*
1 (§ 3.1). Single-track DSB fragment-sizes, charac- a total DSB yield greater than for low LET when

fragments of small sizes are included, is suggestedterized by F
*
1 , depend on chromatin geometry, radi-

ation track structure, and radiation chemistry; directly by high LET PFGE data (Newman et al.
1997, LoÈ brich et al. 1996). The pattern is impliedhowever, once F

*
1 is speci® ed, and assuming inde-

pendence of DSB patterns from di å erent tracks, (Appendices A and B) by any reasonable clustered-
breakage model applied to the data. On the otheranalysing multi-track e å ects becomes a mathematical

exercise (equations (7) ± (12)). hand, particular numbers (e.g. that typically each
nitrogen ion makes one cluster of DSB, rather thanAnalysing published data on human ® broblasts
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two, on each chromosome it hits) are in part con- signi® cant for carcinogenesis; and that they might
serve, in retrospective biodosimetry, to help distin-sequences of the particular proportionality factor 10

tracks per Gy used in n=10D and/or of the special guish between low LET and high LET past exposure.
The PFGE data and the present analysis somewhatform for F

*
1 given in § 3.3. This special form was

chosen ad hoc and has a discontinuity in the slope at strengthen these arguments by demonstrating LET
dependent enhancement of the frequency of suchx=S0. It should be regarded mainly as a feasibility

demonstration: it is feasible to produce a simple, small sizes even before DSB misrejoining; proximity
e å ects, for the misrejoinings which produce intra-explicit clustered-breakage model which is consistent

with the data. changes, would be expected to compound this
enhancement.Improved ® ts with the data could, trivially, be

obtained by increasing the number of adjustable
parameters in F

*
1 . A more mechanistic approach

would be to use Monte Carlo simulations for single- 5.4. Conclusions
track action, with not only the track but also the
chromatin geometry modelled stochastically. PFGE data clearly show that after high LET

irradiation DSB are clustered non-randomly along
chromosomes (LoÈ brich et al. 1996, Kraxenberger5.3. In¯ uence of clustering on other endpoints
1996, Newman et al. 1997). Experiments and theory
both suggest there may be some, albeit less pro-The prevalence at high LET of extremely large-

scale DSB clusters has signi® cant implications for nounced, deviations from randomness even for
X-rays (LoÈ brich et al. 1996, Newman et al. 1997,various biological endpoints that are believed to have

DSB, or at least a subset of DSB that participate in Michalik 1993, Moiseenko et al. 1996). To work out
the implications of non-randonmess for DSB yieldmisrejoining (Radivoyevitch et al. 1998), as pre-

cursors. Because of proximity e å ects (Sachs et al. estimates and for dose ± response relations of frag-
ment-size distributions requires modelling. The clus-1997 a, Chen et al. 1997), clustering might enhance

the fraction of DSB that undergo pairwise misre- tered-breakage formalism introduced here is a
generalization of the standard random-breakagejoinings as opposed to restitution. Moreover, for a

given number of pairwise DSB misrejoinings, the model, applicable even when a single primary radi-
ation track can produce multiple DSB with interdepend-balance between cell killing and mutation is presum-

ably di å erent for a pattern where most misrejoinings ent genomic locations. The new formalism can
facilitate systematic analysis of DNA fragment-sizeoccur within high-multiplicity, Mbp-scale clusters of

DSB, compared to a pattern of randomly located distributions for any radiation quality and for any
chromosomal geometry. Applied to two data sets formisrejoinings. In the latter case one might expect

more killing and expect fewer viable mutations, mammalian cells, the formalism shows that a single
track of LET #100 keV mm Õ 1 typically producesbecause asymmetric interchromosomal exchanges

(i.e. dicentrics) are usually lethal clonogenically, while Mbp-scale DSB clusters of average multiplicity sub-
stantially larger than two. Such clustering means thata suæ ciently small asymmetric intrachromosomal

exchange (i.e. a small deletion which forms a ring) if all the DSB in a Mbp-scale cluster are counted as
a single DSB, which is the case for many currentmay often leave the cell clonogenically viable

(Durante et al. 1992, Cornforth and Bedford 1993). assays, the high LET DSB yield and RBE are
considerably underestimated.DSB clustering along chromosomes must also

markedly a å ect other size distributions Ð of muta- For LET#100 keV mm Õ 1 almost all clustering
e å ects at doses of a few Gy or less are due to one-tions at a de® ned locus (assuming many of these arise

from misrejoinings), and of ìntrachanges’ , i.e. track action, with interlacing of di å erent one-track
clusters negligible at such doses. This means that theintrachromosomal exchange-type aberrations such as

rings or inversions (Wu et al. 1997, 1998). Using main use for the clustered-breakage formalism, apart
from applications to the high-dose PFGE experimentschromosome aberration data, and theoretical model-

ling of pairwise DSB misrejoining, we have previously themselves, is to try to extricate a one-track distribu-
tion from the multi-track e å ects observed in a high-argued the following four points (Sachs et al. 1997 b):

that intrachanges which are small by cytogenetic dose PFGE experiment. Once the one-track distribu-
tion is known, it can be applied to much lower dosesstandards (i.e. 10 Mbp or less) are far more frequent

compared to large intrachanges than randomness and to other endpoints. Extrapolations to lower doses
using the formalism indicates that large-scale DSBwould predict; that the bias for extra small intrach-

anges is probably greater at high LET than at low clustering signi® cantly a å ects major radiobiologi-
cal endpoints that are thought to have DSB asLET; that these small intrachanges may well be
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precursors Ð chromosome aberrations, cell killing,
mutations, and carcinogenesis.
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the picture. AB shows one possible location for a chromo-
some, with one telomere at A, the other telomere at B,
and 3 DSB. CD and EF are other possible locations forAppendix A: mathem atical details the same chromosome, with no DSB on the chromosome
in the case CD. This construction, where one puts in theP review
DSB ® rst and either omits telomeres entirely or puts them
in later, was originally suggested by Radivoyevitch (1997).This Appendix formally de® nes, discusses, and
Any one location for the chromosome is acceptable asillustrates the clustered breakage model; the formulae
long as we allow the DSB pattern to ¯ uctuate appro-of § 3.1 will be derived. priately, i.e. consider the full ensemble of DSB patterns.

DSB locations on a chromosome can be speci® ed Equivalently, and somewhat more vividly, one can con-
as points on an x axis, where x represents size sider a single DSB pattern such as the one shown and

regard all chromosome locations as equally probable.measured in Mbp (® gure 8). Such a picture corre-
Then the technique is to take the left telomere of asponds to mathematical models called random point
chromosome as a Poisson arrival process, appealing toprocesses (Wol å 1988, Thompson 1988). The points the stationarity of the point process, to ergodicity and to

represent probabilistic DSB locations along the chro- theorems on PASTAÐ `Poisson Arrivals See Time
matin contour after uncorrelated tracks with stoch- Averages’ (Wol å 1988). The picture shown here is indicat-

ive of one-track action; for a dose of, say, 100 Gy, aastic energy depositions hit (or miss) a chromosome
corresponding picture would hold, with the number ofthat itself can have many di å erent geometric con® g-
DSB about 1000 times as great (compare ® gure 8). For aurations. Neglecting the telomere e å ects de® ned in dose of 100 Gy, telomere e å ects are negligible for all

§ 2.3, DNA fragment sizes are determined by the fragment sizes of interest, and the probability for fragment
intervals from one DSB to the next ( ® gure 8). The sizes on the x-axis that are comparable to or larger than

a chromosome can be neglected. On the other hand, informalism can take correlations among the sizes of
the one-track pattern shown here, telomere e å ects arenearby fragments into account. The situation where
negligible only for the smaller fragment sizes Ð sizes somany tracks traverse a cell nucleus is modelled by small the dominant contribution comes from within the

superimposing random one-track DSB patterns. tight clusters Ð and there is a signi® cant probability of
For a cell nucleus traversed by a speci® ed number sizes along the axis much larger than any chromosome

(such as S12). The implications of these qualitative di å er-of tracks the random point process representing DSB
ences when extrapolating from high to low doses arelocations will here be taken as stationary, which very
discussed at the end of Appendix A.markedly simpli® es the analysis (Thompson 1988).

Stationarity involves analysing DSB along the entire
non-negative axis 0 < x<2, with the stochastic pat-
tern of fragment sizes invariant under translations to e å ects, focusing on the statistical properties of chro-

matin fragments that have DSB on both ends, andthe right (Wol å 1988, Thompson 1988); a chromo-
some can then be regarded as a typical segment, of analysing the entire region 0 < x<2.

The formalism is de® ned in the next section, andthe appropriate size, along the axis ( ® gure 9).
However, considering a particular chromosome, of a the derivations of the basic formulae are then given

Speci® c examples of stationary point processes areparticular size, is needed only if the telomere e å ects
de® ned in § 2.3 must be estimated (Appendix B). For then given, and then we derive the random-breakage

distribution as a limit of a clustered-breakage distribu-the time being, in Appendix A, we neglect telomere
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tion. Extrapolations to low doses are discussed in the nential distribution exp ( Õ kx), equation (4), for
random breakage.® nal subsection.

Our second basic equation involves the size from
a random chromatin point to the next DSB. TheDSB locations and stationary point processes
distribution can be found by conditioning on the size

For one-track action, consider DSB located at of the segment S j in which the random point is
various values of x > 0 and labelled from left to right located and computing the probability E1(x) that the
with j (where j=1, 2, . . . ). It will be assumed that the next DSB is at incremental size x or less. The
DSB locations X j form a random point process which probability of the point being located in a segment
is `orderly’ , i.e. (Wol å 1988) each X j is a non-negative having size between x ¾ and x ¾ +dx ¾ is
random variable and X j+1 > X j , where inequality

N1x ¾ f 1(x ¾ ) dx ¾ . (19)holds a.s. Here the increment S j=X j+1 Õ X j repres-
ents the size (measured in Mbp) of the chromatin Given that the random point is in a segment of
fragment between the DSB labelled with j and j+1 size x ¾ , then either x ¾ < x and the next DSB is certainly
(® gure 9). within x; or x ¾ >x and then the probability for the

We further assume the point process is stationary next DSB to be within x is x/x ¾ . Thus, conditioning
(Wol å 1988, Thompson 1988). Stationarity involves on x ¾ gives:
translational invariance for the DNA fragment size
pattern. For example, with x0 > 0 stationarity implies E1(x)=N1C P x

0

x ¾ f 1(x ¾ ) dx ¾ + P2

x

x

x ¾
x ¾ f 1(x ¾ ) dx ¾ Dthat the conditional probability no DSB occurs within

the interval (x0, x0+x], given that there is a DSB at
x0, is independent of x0; this probability is F

*
1 (x). The =N1 P

x

0

F
*
1 (x ¾ ) dx ¾ , (20)

stationarity assumption does not imply that S j and
S j ¾ are independent for j Þ j ¾ . For example if the size where the relation f 1= Õ dF

*
1 /dx and integration by

S7 of the seventh fragment is below average, this parts were used in the calculation. Equation (20) is
signals that the 7th and 8th DSB, bounding the the second main equation of the clustered-breakage
fragment, may well be near the radiation track core, formalism (§ 3.1). It is a special case of a general
and then there should be a bias for S8 to be below equation called Palm’s formula (Thompson 1988).
average as well. Thus for one-track action one may To derive the other, multi-track, equations of the
expect any two consecutive fragment sizes, such as clustered-breakage formalism, we assume that if a
S7 and S8, to be positively correlated. The clustered- cell nucleus is traversed by j tracks, each track
breakage formalism allows such correlations and also independently gives rise to a stationary process,
allows more complicated interdependencies. placing DSB along the non-negative x axis. This

assumption of independence involves an approxi-
mation. For example, suppose one chromosome inDeriving the clustered-breakage formalism
one cell at one instant is in a particularly vulnerableThe assumptions will now be used to prove the conformation. Then there is an enhanced probabilitybasic equations of the clustered-breakage formalism, for a track striking the cell nucleus to make extraequations (7) ± (12). DSB in the chromosome. Such ¯ uctuations are, atAssuming single-track action, and neglecting the least in principle, appropriately included in the one-telomere e å ects de® ned in § 2.3, the fraction of track pattern described by F

*
1 . But now suppose afragments in a small size range dx is f 1(x ) dx, where second track independently traverses the cell nucleus.

f 1= Õ dF
*
1 /dx. Consequently the number-average It will likewise tend to make extra DSB on the samefragment size is the integral: chromosome. Thus in general there are some correla-

tions among the DSB patterns made by di å erentP2

0

xf 1(x) dx= P2

0

F
*
1 dx. (18) tracks, even though tracks are independent, because

di å erent tracks act on the same chromosomes; these
Here integration by parts was used. Equation (18) particular correlations are neglected in what follows.
implies (Thompson 1988) the ® rst basic equation of By assumption, the probability that exactly j tracks
the clustered-breakage formalism, equation (7), traverse the nucleus is
giving the average one-track number of DSB per

exp ( Õ n)n
j
/ j ! . (21)unit size, N1, as the inverse of the integral in equa-

tion (18). Mathematically speaking, N1 is what is The intensity of j independent stationary point pro-
cesses superimposed is just j times the intensity, N1,usually called the ìntensity’ or `arrival rate’ of the

stationary point process, generalizing k in the expo- of one process, so averaging over j using equation (21)
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gives nN1 as the average number of DSB per unit or, with the proper normalization, is
length, i.e. equation (9) holds.

( j/n) exp ( Õ n)n
j
/ j ! . (24)

For the next result, suppose, a speci® ed number of
Combining equation (24) with equation (23) fortracks, j, traverse a cell nucleus and suppose an

F
*
j , the distribution F *(x) for fragment sizes is givenarbitrary point x0 on the x axis is chosen. By the

byde® nition of E1(x ), the probability P1(x) that a particu-
lar track will not make any DSB within the interval
from x0 to x0+x is P1(x)=1 Õ E1(x ) (independent of F *(x)= �

2

j=1

j

nj !
exp ( Õ n)n

j
F

*
1 (x )[1 Õ E1(x )]

j Õ 1

x0), so the probability that there are no DSB in this
stretch is [1 Õ E1(x )]

j; here j=0 is allowed. =F
*
1 (x ) exp [ Õ nE1(x)]. (25)

Conditioning on j, the probability P (x ) of no DSB
This is another main result of the clustered-breakagein a segment of size x and the probability E(x ) for at
formalism, equation (11).least one DSB are:

To obtain the last main result of § 3.1, note that
the fraction of DNA in size range S1 < x < S2 for

P (x )=exp ( Õ n) �
2

j=0

[1 Õ E1(x )]
j
n

j
/ j ! those cells traversed at least once is proportional to

=exp( Õ n) exp [n Õ nE1(x )] P
S 2

S 1

xf (x ) dx= Õ P
S 2

S1

x(dF */dx) dx
=exp [ Õ nE1(x)]; E=1 Õ P. (22)

=[Õ xF *]
S2

S 1 + P
S 2

S 1

F * dxP=exp ( Õ nE1) is another key equation of clus-
tered-breakage theory (§ 3.1). As consistency checks,
note the following: (1) for x very large exp [ Õ nE1(x )] ={Õ exp ( Õ nE1)[xF

*
1 +(1/nN1)]}

S2
S 1 . (26)

approaches, as it should, the probability exp ( Õ n)
Here (dE1/dx)=N1F

*
1 was used to integrate F *that no tracks traverse a cell nucleus; (2) for x very

explicitly. Taking S2=2 and S1=0 in equation (26)small, E1#N1x%1 so P#1 Õ nN1x, the correct limit-
gives as the average fragment length among cellsing form when di å erent tracks act independently;
traversed at least once(3) for n very large, P is di å erent from zero only

when x is so small that E1%1, in which case P has [1 Õ exp ( Õ n)]

nN1

. (27)approximately the random-breakage form P=
exp [ Õ nN1x] (i.e. when patterns from suæ ciently

As a consistency check, note that for n%1 equa-many independent tracks interlace the result is simply
tion (27) reduces to the one-track result with telomererandom breakage with very many small pieces, even
e å ects neglected, namely 1/N1, as it should. Fromif the pattern made by any one track is highly
equation (27) and the fact that the probability for noclustered); and (4) for n very small, P#1 Õ nE1 ,
tracks striking a nucleus is exp ( Õ n), equation (26)which is the correct limiting result for a situation
gives the last main result, equation (12).where at most one track traverses a cell nucleus, the

There are useful parallelisms between the one-probability of one traversal being n%1.
track and multiple-track equations, summarized inFor the next key equation, equation (11), consider
the following identities: f 1= Õ dF

*
1 /dx, f=a situation where exactly j > 1 tracks traverse a cell

Õ dF */dx; F
*
1 = (1/N1) dE1/dx, F *=(1/nN1) dE/dx;nucleus and consider a DSB from one track located

P1=1 Õ E1, P=1 Õ E.at x0; the probability that a following segment, of
length x, contains no DSB from the same track is
F

*
1 (x ), and the probability that it contains no DSB Examples

from any of the j Õ 1 other tracks is [1 Õ E1(x )]
j Õ 1 ,

We give some more explicit examples of one-trackso one has
stationary point processes which could model DSB
patterns. Each such point process determines a cor-F

*
j (x)=F

*
1 (x)[1 Õ E1(x)]

j Õ 1
, ( j > 1). (23)

responding distribution F
*
1 , but the same F

*
1 can

Here F
*
j is the complementary distribution for the correspond to various one-track stationary point pro-

size of a fragment between two DSB when j tracks cesses, di å ering in the way lengths for nearby frag-
traverse a cell nucleus and telomere e å ects are ments are correlated. Thus F

*
1 carries only part of

neglected. The probability that a given DSB came the information that can be obtained from a fully
from a cell nucleus traversed by exactly j tracks is speci® ed one-track stationary point process. As

described in the section above, the multi-track pro-weighted by j, thus proportional to j exp ( Õ n)n
j
/j !
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cesses are determined once the one-track process F
*
1 (x )=� M ¾

a=1
ta , where M ¾ is the largest value of

a for which Sa>x.is given.
(4) Cluster Processes. Consider any stationary point(1) Renewal Processes. Suppose a complementary

process X i , for example a Poisson processdistribution F
*
1 is given. Let the ® rst DSB location,

(2) above. With each X i associate a cluster ofX1, be chosen according to the associated distri-
DSB according to some probabilistic laws for thebution E1, i.e. P=E1(x ) where P denotes probab-
multiplicity of the cluster and the location of itsility and E1 is de® ned by equation (20). Let each
points, with X i on average at the centre of itsfragment size S j be chosen according to F

*
1 , i.e.

cluster, but the cluster properties otherwise inde-
P=F

*
1 (x ). Locate the remaining DSB appro-

pendent of i. This gives a stationary point process,priately, i.e. X j+1 =X j +S j , j=1, 2, . . . . Then
usually called a cluster process. The intuitive ideaX1, X2, X3, . . . forms a stationary point process,
is that the X i are rather far apart, with a tightthe renewal process with complementary distribu-
cluster around each. This example is a temptingtion F

*
1 (Wol å 1988). The distinctive feature here

one, since the experiments do suggest tight clus-is that there are no correlations between the sizes
ters whose centres follow approximately theof successive fragments; each size is chosen at
random-breakage model.random from the same distribution, without

regard to previous choices.
(2) Poisson Processes. In the special case S pecializ ing the clustered- b reakage formalism to ob tain the

F
*
1 =exp ( Õ kx) for some constant k>0, the random - b reakage mode l

renewal process is a Poisson process (Wol å 1988).
To prove that the random-breakage model is aIn this case one-track DSB are scattered at

limiting special case of the clustered-breakage formal-random throughout the genome.
ism, consider the renewal model with(3) Processes with Markov-Related Fragments.
F

*
1 =exp ( Õ lx), which implies N1=l by equation (7)Suppose we have a set of fragment lengths Sa>0,

and implies E1=1 Õ F *
1 by equation (8). De® ne k=

ordered according to increasing size. For simpli-
nl and consider the limit n � 2, l � 0, with nl ® xedcity take the index a to be from a ® nite set, a=
as nl =k. Taking these limits in the three basic multi-

1, 2, . . . , M (generalizations are straightforward).
track equations of the clustered-breakage formalism,Let Tab be the transition probabilities of an
equations (10) ± (12), gives directly three basic equa-irreducible, time-reversible Markov chain with
tions of the random-breakage model, equations (2),equilibrium ta , i.e. (Wol å 1988):
(4) and (6), since nE1(x ) � kx in this limit.

H igh and low doses
�

M

b=1

Tab
=1, �

M

b=1

Tab tb
= ta ,

�
M

a=1

ta=1, Tab
ta=T

ba
t
b

, H (28)
We make some remarks on our extrapolation of

high dose results to one-track estimates.
Formally, the one-track fragment-size comple-

mentary distribution F
*
1 describes some segmentswhere Tab is non-negative and ta is positive.

Let the ® rst DSB location X1 be chosen as which are larger than any actual chromosome, such
as the segment in ® gure 9 from DSB 9 to DSB 10 orfollows. The probability that the origin x=0

is in a segment of length Sa is taken as especially the segment from 12 to 13; that is, in gen-
eral the DSB probability density f 1(x)= Õ dF

*
1/dxsa=Sa ta /� S

b
t
b

. The density for the location of
the origin in such a stretch is taken as uniform. will be non-zero even for x as large as the size

between DSB 12 and DSB 13. An example is givenThese conditions determine X1. To determine
the remaining X i run the Markov chain with by equation (14). Such large segments are never

expressed in experiments, the maximum size beinginitial state sa , and choose fragment sizes accord-
ing to the length of the state am obtained after m the size of the largest chromosome, i.e. neglecting

telomere e å ects is certainly invalid when consideringsteps, m=1, 2,3, . . . . This procedure determines
a stationary point process. The distinctive feature such large sizes.

For high doses, the average number of DSB peris that correlations are allowed between successive
fragments (a pair of fragments, determined by chromosome is much larger than the number (namely

2) of telomeres per chromosome, telomere e å ects are3 DSB), the probabilities for the lengths of a
particular fragment being uniquely determined negligible, and questions about large fragments do

not arise; but for one-track action the opposite isby the length of its predecessor to the left. One
can form the corresponding F

*
1 , i.e. true, with the average number of DSB per chromo-
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some (including undamaged chromosomes) consider- In the present context, renewal approximation
presumably underestimates clustering, for the follow-ably less than 2. Then the presence of large sizes in

a pattern such as that shown in ® gure 9 insures that ing reason: for one-track action, there should be a
positive correlation between successive fragmentthe large-scale statistical properties, such as the prob-

ability of a track missing a chromosome or the sizes, with small sizes grouped together close to the
track centre and large sizes grouped together foraverage number of DSB per chromosome, are the

appropriate ones. Such information, together with locations far from the track. Neglecting this positive
correlation, as renewal approximation requires,the information given by F

*
1 on the frequency of

small sizes, suæ ces for many applications when extra- means allowing more alternation of large sizes and
small sizes, i.e. means underestimating the degree ofpolating from high to low doses. However, if telomere

e å ects must be considered explicitly, then modelling clustering. The opposite behaviour, of negative cor-
relations and renewal approximation overestimatinginvolves using a speci® c stationary point process,

which not only determines a distribution F
*
1 but also the clustering, could occur only in conjunction with

systematic, non-random chromatin structure. Atgives additional information (see Examples section).
The next Appendix illustrates this procedure. scales smaller than those emphasized in this paper

such behaviour may well occur (Holley and
Chatterjee 1996, Rydberg 1996). For example, sys-
tematic, rigid chromatin loops might lead to a patternAppendix B: DSB clustering and telomere

e å ects in renewal approximation of small doublets (clusters of multiplicity 2) with
di å erent doublets separated by large sizes, and this

R enew al approximation
pattern could involve negative correlations between
successive fragment sizes. Current pictures of large-To calculate telomere e å ects or details on DSB

clustering requires more information than just a scale chromatin structure involve considerable ran-
domness (Sachs et al. 1995, Dernburg et al. 1996),complementary function F

*
1 . We now analyse renewal

models, which can supply the extra information given suggesting that, at the size scales considered in this
paper, negative correlations are not present andany F

*
1 ; in general an extra approximation or assump-

tion is then involved, neglecting certain (but not all) renewal approximation therefore underestimates
clustering, rather than overestimating it.correlations among DSB locations.

In the arguments of Appendix A, any interdepend-
ence of nearby fragment sizes S i was allowed.

C lustering parameters
Simpli® cations occur if one has a Markov chain,
where S i depends only on S i Õ 1 , or if one specializes Renewal approximation can be used to specify

clustering properties numerically. The method willstill more to a renewal picture, where the S i are all
mutually independent (Examples section). Given any now be illustrated with the data of LoÈ brich et al.,

using the particular de® nitions of clusters given inF
*
1 , even one generated by a point process with

correlations between nearby S i , there is a correspond- § 3.2 and neglecting telomere e å ects. The average
multiplicity of a one-track cluster and the varianceing renewal process which has the same F

*
1 (Examples

section). In this renewal process, correlations between of the multiplicity can be computed as follows. The
probability a DNA fragment has size less than S0=DSB locations (i.e. clusters) are still described but

additional correlations between nearby sizes are neg- 1´12 Mbp is p=1 Õ F
*
1 (S0)#0´758, where the

numerical value uses the parameter values obtainedlected. The renewal process can be used to approxi-
mate the given process. Intuitively speaking, the above for the clustered-breakage model. With a

chromosome straightened out along the x-axis, con-approximation is that every time one track makes
one DSB on one chromosome, the statistical situation sider a cluster and consider the DSB at the left end

of the cluster. The probability that the cluster has`renews’ itself, f̀orgetting’ about other nearby frag-
ment sizes S i . If one visualizes a single-track cluster multiplicity one is q=1-p, i.e. is the probability the

® rst DNA fragment is larger than S0 . The probabilityof multiplicity M as being formed by selecting M Õ 1
chromatin segments from a distribution and laying for this ® rst fragment to be, instead, smaller than S0

is p, and the probability for the second fragment tothe segments end to end, the renewal selection rule
is that previous selections do not in¯ uence the current be larger than S0 is q, so that there is a probability

pq for a cluster of multiplicity two; here we haveselection. In ® gure 1 (A), if the persistence length
(Cantor and Schimmel 1980) of the random coil is used renewal approximation by assuming that the

probabilities for the ® rst fragment and the secondmuch less than the average size of a fragment,
renewal approximation would hold for this fragment are independent of each other. Continuing

this argument, the probability the cluster has multipli-2-dimensional, schematic picture.
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city j is p
j Õ 1

q. Consequently the average multiplicity, The probability that the track makes a DSB within
size x of the telomere is governed by the distributionwhich we shall denote by M1, is
E1(x ) (Appendix A), and Monte Carlo simulation
gives the relevant value of x. In most simulations theM1= �

2

j=1

jp
j Õ 1

q=q/(1 Õ p)2=1/q. (29)
track will miss altogether (i.e. the simulation will give
x>SC). But if the ® rst track does hit, the distributionSimilarly the variance V1 in multiplicity is
for its next DSB, if any, and (by the renewal assump-
tion) for all subsequent DSB, if any, made by thisV1= �

2

j=1

j 2p
j Õ 1

q Õ M 2=p/q2. (30)
one track on this chromosome is given by F

*
1 . F

*
1 is

then used to compute additional fragment sizes untilThese equations were used in the main text when
® nally one DSB falls outside the other telomere, i.e.discussing average cluster multiplicity and its vari-
at total size>SC. The locations of the DSB for thisance. To get corresponding results for cluster size,
track are then tabulated. One next iterates on thewe ® rst note that the number of fragments in a
track number. When all j tracks have been consid-cluster is M Õ 1, where M is a random positive
ered, the DSB locations are ordered, giving theinteger (Wol å 1988), with mean M1 and variance V1
simulated DSB clustering pattern on thespeci® ed above. Consequently, the cluster size,
chromosome.regarded as a random variable S has the form

Iterating for many chromosomes gives statistics for
S =S1+S2+ . . . +SM Õ 1 , (31) all desired estimates, with all telomere e å ects properly

included. In addition, each chromosome simulatedwhere the various S i are independent, identically
in this way is a representative sample, e.g. ® gure 8.distributed random variables, representing fragment
Looking at a number of chromosomes gives clues onsizes, as discussed in Appendix A. The average cluster
general patterns of DSB clustering.size S, which is the mean of S, and the variance VS

of S are consequently given by (Wol å 1988)

S=M1X, VS =V1X2+VX (M1 Õ 1), (32)
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